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Flop invariance of the topological vertex 

Satoshi Minabe 

§1. Introduction 

This is a summary of [6] which is a joint work with Yukiko Konishi. 
A toric Calabi-Yau (CY) threefold is a non-singular toric threefold with 
trivial canonical bundle1 . The topological vertex is an algorithm which 
enables us to write down an explicit formula for the generating function 
of all genus Gromov-Witten ( GW) invariants of toric CY threefolds. The 
formula takes a combinatorial form and is written in terms of skew-Schur 
functions. This method was developed in [1] based on the geometric 
transitions and the duality to the Chern-Simons theory. A mathematical 
theory (including a rigorous definition of GW invariants for toric CY 
threefolds) has been developed later in [8]. 

It was discovered [2, 13] that there is a kind of analytic continua
tion process on Kahler cones which links string theories on birationally 
equivalent CY manifolds. Motivated by these works, the transformation 
property of GW invariants of projective CY threefolds under flops was 
studied in [7] (see also [9]). In [6], the same problem was studied for 
general toric CY threefolds using the topological vertex. Some special 
cases were studied earlier in [5]. 

Now we state our main result. Let X be a toric CY threefold and 
N9 ,13 (X) E Q be the GW invariant of X with the genus g 2': 0 and the 
degree (3 E H2 (X, Z) 2 • 
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1Varieties which satisfy both the toric condition and the CY condition are 

necessary non-compact. They are even not quasi-projective in general. 
2It is defined by the virtual counting of stable maps into X from the genus 

g curves and the prescribed homology class (3 of the images. See [8] for a precise 
definition of GW invariants of toric CY threefolds. 
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Theorem 1.1 ([6]). Let X and x+ be toric CY threefolds which 
are birationally equivalent under the flop ¢ : X ---t x+ with respect to 
a (-1, -1)-curve C c X, i.e. a torus invariant (hence smooth rational} 
curve whose normal bundle is isomorphic to OIP'1 ( -1) EB OIP'1 ( -1). For 
{3 E H2 (X, Z) which is not a multiple of [C] 3, we have 

The above theorem boils down to a combinatorial identity on skew
Schur functions by virtue of the topological vertex, together with a local 
analysis of fans of toric CY threefolds. In the following, we outline the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. For details, we refer to [6]. 

§2. Topological vertex 

2.1. Notations 

Let JL be a partition, i.e. a non-increasing sequence of positive in
tegers JL = (JL1 2: JL2 2: · · · 2: f.Ll(p,) > 0). The number l(JL) is called the 
length of JL and IJLI := JL1 + · · · + f.Ll(p,) is called the weight of JL. Define 
the integer "'(JL) by 

l(p,) 

(1) K,(JL) := IJLI + LJLi(JLi- 2i), 
i=1 

which is an even number. It has the following important property: 

(2) 

where JLt denotes the conjugate partition, i.e. the partition obtained by 
the transposition of the Young diagram of f.L· We denote by P the set of 
partitions. 

3For a multiple of flopping curve class [C], we have 

where c+ is the flopped curve. Here we regard the total space of the rank 2 
vector bundle 011'1 ( -1) EB 011'1 ( -1) -+ IP'1 as a toric CY threefold (a local toric 
curve). 
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2.2. Topological vertex 

Definition 2.1 ([12]). Let .A1 , .A2 , .A3 E P. Define the topological 
vertex C>.1,>.2,>.3(q) E <Q(q~) to be 

(3) q~"'(>.g)S>.2(qP) L S>.I/JL(q>.~+P)s>.§!JL(q>.2+P) , 
JLE'P 

where sJL;"(qJL+P) (resp. sJL(qP)) is the skew-Schur function (cf. [10]) 
with the specialization of variables: 

2.3. An identity 

Take four partitions .A1, .A2, .A3, A4 E P. Introduce: 

(4) Z' ( Q ) Zo(q, Qo) 
0 q, 0 ;= z ( Q ) , 

(-1,-1) q, 0 

z+'(q Q+) = zt(q, Qt) 
0 , 0 ( +) , 

z(-1,-1) q,Qo 

where 

Zo(q, Qo) L ( -Qo) 1 ~' 1 C>.1 ,>.2,JL• (q)C>.g ,>.4,JL(q) , 
JLE'P 

L ( -Qt) 1 ~' 1 C>.1,JL.,A4 (q)C>.3,JLh (q) , 
JLE'P 

and Zc-1,-1)(q,Q) = IJ%':1(1- Qqk)k 4 . These are formal power series 
in Qo (resp. Qt). 

Theorem 2.2. Under the identification Qt = Q01 , we have 

Zt'(q,Qt) = 

( -Qo) -(l>-1l+l>-2l+l>-3l+l>-41) q~ (~<(>.l)-tt(>.2)+~<(>.g)-~<(>.4)) Zb( q, Qo). 

§3. Toric CY threefolds and partition functions 

3.1. Toric CY threefolds 

Let X be a toric CY threefold and L: be its fan. See [4, 11] for basic 
facts about toric varieties. We assume that L: is finite and satisfies the 
following conditions : 

4Z(-l,-l)(q,Q0 ) is the partition function (cf.§3) of the local toric curve 
011'1 ( -1) E9 011'1 ( -1) ----> lP'1 . See (3, Theorem 3]. 
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(i) the primitive generator w of every l-eone satisfies w · i1 = 1 
where i1 = (0, 0, 1), 

(ii) all maximal cones are three dimensional and 

(iii) 12:1 n {z = 1} is connected, where 12:1 = U a C JR.3 is the 
aEI; 

support of 2: and z is the third coordinate of JR.3 . 

The condition (i) is the CY condition. An important example is a so
called local toric surface which is the total space of the canonical bundle 
Ks of a non-singular complete toric surface S. 

3.2. Toric graphs 

Let I;i(X) be the set of i-cones in 2:. Denote by 2:~(X) the set of 2-
cones which lie in the interior of 12:1. We consider the following directed 
graph r x (called a toric graph) with labels on edges of a certain type. 
The vertex set is 

where 

The edge set is 

where 

An edge e7 E E3(rx) joins Va, Va' E V3(r) if and only if T =an a' (see 
Figure 1) and an edge e7 E E1(r) joins Va E V3(rx) and v7 E V1(rx) if 
and only if a is a unique 3-cone such that T is a face of a. This defines 
a finite planner graph. Note that V3 (r x) =/= 0 by the condition (ii) on 
2:. A vertex in V3(rx) is trivalent and a vertex in V1(rx) is univalent. 
A graph rx is connected by the condition (iii) on ~. The direction of 
edges can be taken arbitrarily. The label n : E 3 (r x) ____, Z, called the 
framing, is given as follows: 

where T E 2:~ and P1, pz E 2:1 are as shown in Figure 1. Here C7 and 
D Pi are the torus invariant curve and divisor on X corresponding to 
T and Pi respectively. Note that C7 is a ( -1, -1 )-curve if and only if 
n(e7 )=0. 
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Fig. 1. Fan (section at z = 1) and toric graph 

(\(e), X(e1 ), X(e11 )) (X( e)', X(e1 ), X(e11 )) (X( e)', X(e')', 5:(e 11 )) (X( e)', 5:(e 1 )', 5:(e11 )') 

Fig. 2. X 

3.3. Partition functions 

Let P (r x) : = {X : E3 (r) ----+ P}. Take the set of formal variables 

Q = (Qe)eEEa(rx) associated to E3(rx). 
We define the partition function Zx(q, Q) of X to be 

(5) IT (-1)1.\(e)l(ne+l)q"(\(e))n(e)Qei.\(e)l IT C ( ) 
.\v q l 

vEVa(rx) 

which is a formal power series in Q. Here C.\v (q) is the topological vertex 

defined in (3) and Xv E P 3 is defined in Figure 2 for v E V3 (r x ). We set 
X( e) = 0 for e E E(rx) \ E3(rx ), where 0 is the empty partition. We 
remark that Zx(q, Q) does not depend on the directions of edges since 
the framing changes the sign if one gives the opposite direction to an 
edge e E E 3 (rx) and it is compensated by (2) and the summation. 

3.4. Partition functions and GW invariants 

Now we explain how to obtain GW invariants N9 ,(3(X) of X from 
the partition function Zx(q, Q). 
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Fig. 3. Fans (sections at z = 1): :E (left), :E0 (middle) and 
:E+ (right). The generators w1, ... ,w4 of P1, ... ,p4 
satisfy the relation WI + w3 = w2 + w4. 

P2 
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Theorem 3.1 ([1, 8)). The GW invariants N 9 ,13(X) are obtained 
form Zx(q, Q) as follows. 

(6) 
g:2::0 tf={de)eEEa(rx)• 

dlCJ=[f3] 

where [C] = ([Ce))eEEa(rx)• Ce C X is the rational curve corresponding 

toe, Jtc] := I:eEEa(rx) de[CeJ, and Fi,q) is given by 

log Zx(q, Q) = 

where Qd = TieEEa(rx) Q~e. 

Remark 3.2. Precisely speaking, the partition function obtained in 
[8] has the expression almost same as (5) except that Cxv (q) is replaced 

by WxJq). Here WA1 ,A2 ,Aa (q) is a rational function in q! similar to 
CA1 ,A2 ,Aa ( q) but has a slightly different expression. It is conjectured that 
WA1 ,A2 ,A3 (q) = CA1 ,A2 ,A3 (q) [8, Conjecture 8.3]. In the above theorem, 
we use CA1 ,A2 ,A3 (q) assuming that the conjecture is true. The conjecture 
is true if at least one Ai is empty. 

§4. Transformations of partition functions 

4.1. Flop invariance 

We study the transformation property of the partition function of 
toric CY threefolds under a flop. 
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X x+ 
2-cone To,T1, ... ,T4 T T(i,T1, ... ,T4 T 
curve Co,C1, ... ,C4 CT ct,ct, ... ,ct c+ T 
edge eo,e1, ... ,e4 e7 ore + + + eo 'e1 ' ... 'e4 e7 ore 

variable Qo,Q1,. · ·, Q4 Qe Qt,Qt, ... ,Qt Qe 

Table 1 

4.1.1. Flop. Let X be a toric CY threefold and let ~ be its fan. 
Assume that X contains at least one ( -1, -1 )-curve Co. Denote the 
corresponding 2-cone by To. Near To, the fan looks like the left diagram 
in Figure 3. We set 

~o = (~ \ {To,a1,a2}) U {ao}, ~+ = (~ \ {To,a1,a2}) U {T(i,at,a:i} 

where To, a1, a2, ao, T(i at, at are cones shown in Figure 3. Let X 0 be the 
singular toric variety associated with the fan ~0 and x+ be the toric CY 
threefold associated with the fan ~+. We denote by C(i the ( -1, -1 )
curve on X corresponding to T(i. Then associated to the evident maps 
~ ---+ ~0 and ~+ ---+ ~0 , there are the following birational maps: 

X 
f'--, 

¢ 
--+ 

Xo 

x+ 
,/ f+ 

The maps f and f+ are small contractions whose exceptional sets are 
C0, C(i respectively. The birational map ¢> = (!+) - 1 of is called the flop 
with respect to C0 . Note that ¢>is an isomorphism in codimension one. 
Under the flop ¢>: X --+ x+, the curve classes transform as follows. 

(7) 
¢*[Co]= -[C(i], ¢*[Ci] = [CtJ + [C(i], 

</>* [CT] = [CtJ for T E ~;(X)\ {To, ... , T4}. 

For the notations, see Table 1. 
4.1.2. Transformation of partition function. We associate the same 

formal variables Q = ( Q e) to edges in E 3 (r x) \ { e0 , ... , e4} and those in 
E3(fx+) \ {et, ... , et} and write the partition functions of X and x+ 

~ ~+++++ as Zx(q, Q, Qo, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) and Zx+(q, Q, Q0 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q 4 ) re-
spectively. It is immediate to check that 

Zx(q, 0, Qo, 0, 0, 0, 0) = Zc-1,-l)(q, Qo), 

~ + - + Zx+(q,O,Q0 ,0,0,0,0)- Z(-1,-1J(q,Q0 ). 
(8) 
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We set 
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de f. 

def. 

Zx(q, Q, Qo, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) 

Zx(q, 0, Qo, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

Zx+(q, Q, Qt, Qt, Qt, Qt, Qt) 
~ + Zx+(q,O,Q0 ,0,0,0,0) 

Theorem 4.1. Under the identifications Q0 = (Qci)- 1 and Qi = 
Qt Qt, we have 

This follows from Theorem 2.2. By (6) and (7), one can translate 
the statement in Theorem 4.1 into that in Theorem 1.1. 

4.2. An application of Theorem 4.1 

4.2.1. Small modification of toric CY threefolds. Let X be a toric 
CY threefold and I: be its fan. Let a E L.:3 be a 3-cone such that one of 
its three 2-dimensional faces To lies on the boundary of the support of 
the fan IL.:I. Let f; be the following fan (see Figure 4): 

f; = (I:\ {To, a}) U {p4, fo, T3, T4, 8'1, 8'2}, 

and let X be the toric CY threefold associated with the fan I:. We call 
X a toric CY threefold obtained from X by a small modification. We 
compare the partition function of X and that of X. We use the following 
notations in Table 2 for the rational curves, edges and formal variables. 
Note that the rational curve C0 corresponding to fo is a ( -1, -1)-curve. 

X X 
2-cone T1,T2 T fo, T1, T2 T 

curve c1,c2 CT Co, C1, C2 CT 
edge e1,e2 eT or just e eo,e1,e2 e7 or just e 

variable Q1,Q2 Qe Qo, {JI, CJ2 Qe 

Table 2 

We study the transformation of the partition function under a small 
modification. We associate the same formal variables Q = ( Qe) to edges 
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in E3(rx) \ { e1, e2} and those in E3(r x )\ {eo, e1, e2} and write the parti
tion functions of X and X as Zx(q, Q, Q1, Q2) and Zg(q, Q, Qo, Q1, Q2). 
It is immediate to check that 

(9) Zg(q, 0, Qo, 0, 0) = Zc-1,-l)(q, Qo). 

Define 

Z'·( Q-QA QA QA )=Zg(q,Q,Q0,Q1,Q2) 
X q, ' 0 ' !, 2 z A ( 0 QA 0 0) . 

X q, ' o, ' 

Proposition 4.2. We have 

Proof. Consider the toric CY threefold x+ obtained from X by the 
flop of Co. Let Qo, Q{ and Qt be the formal variables correspond to the 
flopped curves C{j, ct and C:}: respectively. Let f;+ be the fan of x+. 
A natural inclusion ~ c......t f;+ induces that of toric varieties X c......t x+. 
Under this map, we identify Q{ and Qt with Q1 and Q2 respectively. 
Then by Theorem 4.1, we have 

On the other hand, we have 

Q.E.D. 

4.2.2. Toric surface and its blowup. Let S be a complete smooth 
toric surface and S its blowup at a torus fixed point. The exceptional 
curve of p: S-----+ Sis denoted by E. Let X= Ks and X= Ks be local 
toric surfaces. Then X is a small modification of X and Eisa ( -1, -1)
curve on X added by the small modification. Applying Proposition 4.2 
to this case, we obtain the following 

Corollary 4.3. For f3 E H 2 (S, Z) satisfying {3.E = 0, 

Especially, the GW invariants of Ks are obtained from those of K 8. 
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Fig. 4. Fans (sections at z = 1) : :E (left) and~ (right). The 
generators WI, ... , W4 of PI, ... , P4 satisfy the relation 
wi + w3 = w2 + w4. 
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